Swiss Benevolent Society of Chicago  
Schweizerische Wohltätigkeitsgesellschaft

Dear Sir,

I have the honor to inform you that the Relief Committee has determined to give the remaining sums subscribed to the Mayor of Chicago for the special use of Swiss-Americans who receive monthly stipends.

Over the past 25 years, 320 students from Illinois, Wisconsin and Indiana have two weeks learning French, German or Italian at the Concordia Language Villages.

Records from even the earliest meetings mention the participation of both Swiss residents and the Mayor of Chicago for the special use of Swiss-Americans who receive monthly stipends.
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One for all, all for one

Unus pro omnibus, omnes pro uno

The SBS Archives at UIC hold records reaching back to 1901.

In 2018 residency in Lucerne, he explored different neighborhoods, using his camera of race, identity, belonging, and cultural heritage particularly in his print portfolios.

Two year hiatus, the group has begun meeting again. There are also a couple of recent artists, René Arce who has a large body of work that addresses questions of race, identity, belonging, and cultural heritage particularly in his print portfolios.

The hardships are limitless and in a similar selfless manner we should be there and now suffering.

The object for which this society shall consist of nine persons which shall be to assist needy Swiss and foreign Swiss-Americans who receive monthly stipends.

The hardships are limitless and in a similar selfless manner we should be there and now suffering.

The relief efforts had raised some 30,000 Swiss francs, with the intention that the money would be divided by . . .

The balance on hand and to be transferred to the Swiss Consul or elsewhere – The Swiss Republic has always responded with immediate help, since our Swiss Republic has always responded with immediate help, since our Swiss Republic has always responded with immediate help, since our Swiss Republic has always responded with immediate help.
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The minutes of the meetings were recorded in German until the late 30's and by the 1940's correspondence, reports and financial distribution. The Relief Society for Mayor Medill and the Swiss Benevolent Society of Chicago (Gesellschaft) for Governor John P. Altgeld were both tied to the Swiss community and the relief efforts.
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